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A NOTE FROM TIM YEOH
After a rocky start to 2022, and with the
lingering affects of the COVID-19 pandemic
continuing to impact our hospitals, staff and
patients, our Healthe Care hospitals have begun
to once again increase occupancy after the end
of elective surgery restrictions in New South
Wales and Victoria.
With the increase in occupancy, our teams have
again displayed their commitment to providing
exceptional patient-centred care, while ensuring
that all patients, staff, doctors and families

remain safe and well – I hope you enjoy reading
about just some of those great initiatives here.
A special congratulations also to our two
finalists in this year's Australian Private Hospital
Association's Awards - Brisbane Waters Private
and Lingard Private Hospitals - it's great to see
our Healthe Care teams leading the way and
being recognised on the national stage, Love
Your Work!

NEW CARDIOTHORACIC
SERVICE OPENS
AT LINGARD PRIVATE HOSPITAL

54 year old man, Andrew
Robinson, of Lake Macquarie
NSW, encourages people not to
ignore the early warning signs of
heart attack, as he became the
first person to receive open heart
surgery at Lingard Private Hospital
in March.
“I had been feeling really flat, just
not myself,” said Andrew. “I’m
usually very active - mowing lawns,
chopping wood, playing with the
dogs. I didn’t have the energy to do anything but sit on the couch.”
While the symptoms Andrew displayed were fairly mild, shortness
of breath and fatigue, it was enough to warrant further testing. A
cardiac angiogram found extensive narrowing of the arteries around
the heart, and triple bypass surgery was recommended.
Andrew’s Cardiothoracic surgeon, Dr Ross Mejia, hopes both men
and women will take the time to get tested if they are experiencing
any symptoms. “Andrew is a young, fit and healthy man,” Dr Mejia
said.
“He’s not someone you would consider to be at risk of heart attack. I
commend him for reading the health
signs and taking action.”
“I’ve been struggling for so long, maybe two years,” said Andrew. “I
feel like I have a new lease on life. My brain feels clearer, I can think
better. Even my eyes seem to be working better. Thank you to the
amazing team, I can’t say enough. The job they did is incredible. I
came in with a V4 engine and now I have a V8.”
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Tim Yeoh, Healthe Care CEO

The introduction of open heart surgery to Lingard’s already
extensive cardiac services allows Novocastrians to access lifesaving
treatments quickly, and all in the one place. Lingard’s rapid access
cardiac testing service, Healthe Heart, has recently been named by
the Australian Private Hospital’s Association as a finalist in the 2021
Excellence Awards for Innovation. The hospital also offers cardiac
catheterisation, dedicated coronary care and intensive care.
“The addition of open
heart surgery to what
we offer patients here
at Lingard is really the
final piece of the puzzle
to what is a leading,
holistic end-to-end
cardiac treatment facility,”
says Lingard Private CEO,
Andrew Mereau.
Learn more at lingardprivate.com.au/specialties/heart-centre

CATH LAB REOPENS
AT MAYO PRIVATE HOSPITAL

On 25th March, Mayo Private Hospital
undertook its first angiogram since
2019! Interventional Cardiologist, Dr
Pavan Thaneeru, who recently joined
the team on the Mid North Coast, was
ably assisted by Dr Richard Chan and
Dr Inaam Ullah.
With the Mayo Private Cath Lab now
up and running, the Mid North Coast
community can access first class cardiac services closer to home.
Learn more at mayoprivate.com.au/specialties/cardiology
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OPERATION: MONALISA'S SMILE
AT MULGRAVE PRIVATE HOSPITAL

The team at Mulgrave Private Hospital recently rallied together in support of a young Filipino patient, Monalisa, this is her story:
Monalisa is a 16 year old Filipino girl who was born with a severe bilateral cleft lip and large palatial defect. When Monalisa was just four
months of age, her parents took her to see Val Smith-Orr, an Australian nurse who was in the Philippines working for 6 months with local
families to help improve feeding children with Cleft Palate. Monalisa was malnourished weighing just 2.7kg. Her parents were unable to care
for her and cope with her additional needs due to her medical condition and they surrendered Monalisa to Val.
Val has stayed in the Philippines since Monalisa came into her life, because she couldn’t abandon her. For the past 16 years, Val has been a
mother to Monalisa and has been attempting to obtain permanent residency so she can officially adopt her. Val started a clinic and hospital
(triplebcareprojects.org) in the Zambales province for burns patients who are poverty stricken and could not otherwise afford medical
treatment. Her project is funded by monetary donations from the public and the costly dressings are usually donated by medical companies. All
her staff are volunteers. Her incredible love and passion for these burns patients and her successful hospital initiatives have been recognised by
the Australian government, culminating in her Order of Australia Medal (OAM) for Services to the International Community through Nursing
in December 2020.
Over the years, Val has helped arrange 6 operations for Monalisa in the Philippines by local and
international medical missions. Unfortunately, despite the numerous procedures Monalisa’s large
palatial defect remained, meaning she had unintelligible speech and nasal regurgitation of solids
and liquids. Monalisa suffered bullying as a result of her inability to communicate and a space in her
upper lip. “Over the years I have been bullied because I can’t talk properly. That made me not talk
much. This surgery will mean a lot to me.” Her wish is to be understood by others …“to talk properly
and well and get the words more understandable. I will be so happy to talk to mum, my family,
and friends.”
Monalisa required a very complex plastic surgery called a ‘free radial forearm flap’,
a procedure not available in her homeland, so the Children First Foundation began
the journey to bring Monalisa to Australia. Children First Foundation facilitates
life-saving and life-changing surgery for disadvantaged children from developing
countries through the generosity of donors, corporations, trusts and foundations.
Monalisa arrived in Melbourne on a medical visa under the sponsorship of Children
First Foundation (CFF) just before Christmas 2021. Her dream of being able to talk
properly and be understood was now one step closer. After a stay in hotel quarantine,
she was able to go to the CFF Retreat, however, due to the disruptions in surgery caused
by COVID, she had a longer than expected wait. Monalisa’s Surgeons A/Prof James Leong and
Mr Nelson Loh asked the CEO of Mulgrave Private Hospital, Maree Wilson for help.
Maree and the team at Mulgrave Private Hospital were more than happy to partner with Children First Foundation, providing pro bono
theatre time, ICU and ward stay. We are all extremely happy and grateful to be part of this life changing surgery for this young lady and to
be able to assist Australian Nurse Val in her time of need and also recognise all her humanitarian work over the last 25 years. The surgeons
and anaesthetist, our scrub and scout nurses as well as our theatre technicians were happy to volunteer their Saturday during a 7.5 hour long
procedure.
A/Prof Leong explained the procedure “Essentially we had to take skin and fascia from the forearm with its artery and vein and the flap was
inserted into the palate to close off the hole. The flap was kept alive by joining the radial artery to the facial artery in the neck and the vein
from the flap had to be connected to a vein in the neck”. Monalisa spent a week in hospital recovering but even at an early stage she was
doing well.
Once Monalisa got back to the retreat, the Children First Foundation’s Program Operations and Development Manager sent this message.
“Looking at Monalisa today, it is difficult to believe that this time last week she was about to have complicated surgery to completely repair her
palate, something she has been waiting on for a very long time. The outcome for Mona has been incredible, all thanks to you, your beautiful
and amazing staff and to the brilliance of A/Prof James Leong and his team. Mulgrave Hospital has a standard of excellence which you can be
very proud of. Val and Mona are so very grateful that Mona was able to have the surgery at Mulgrave, and for the care that they have had.
Thank you for your kindness, your generosity, and your empathy”.
A few weeks on and her mother Val remarks – “Her voice is already noticeably louder and stronger; to hear Mona talking so well is like music
to my ears”.
Monalisa now has the very best and brightest future ahead of her thanks to this amazing result following this remarkable surgery. The
Executive team at Mulgrave Private Hospital couldn’t be prouder of our surgical, nursing and administrative team who worked together to
facilitate this wonderful outcome. We look forward to watching Monalisa continue to flourish post her surgery and enjoy a very bright future
ahead of her.
A massive Love Your Work to everyone involved in making Monalisa's wish come true!.

HEALTHE CARE TEAM COMPETES
IN NEW RUN FESTIVAL

In April, staff from Lingard and Maitland Private Hospitals took part in Newcastle’s annual New Run Festival.
The sun was shining and everyone had a great time challenging themselves to the marathon, half marathon,
10k, 5k or 2k run! Of course, the best part was crossing that finish line and enjoying breakfast at 2300
Hundred Café afterwards.
Thank you to everyone who got involved, and to the hospitals for supporting this team initiative!
HEALTHE NEWS
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1,000 BABIES BORN

AT HURSTVILLE PRIVATE HOSPITAL
The Hurstville Private Maternity team brought 1,000 beautiful newborns into the world in
2021, all while navigating a nationwide midwife shortage and a pandemic that has brought
on a baby boom!
Hurstville Private were proud to celebrate this exciting milestone, as their midwives strive to
provide exceptional care to the mums and bubs that choose Hurstville Maternity; a boutique
hospital service and family environment that is widely recognised within the community at
Hurstville, with many Mums returning to expand their families.
As this exciting news was shared with the community, the experiences and positive feedback
came flooding in:
"Thank you team. Our baby boy is a part of the 1,000. Thank you for all you do."
"Congratulations Hurstville Private Hospital. So blessed that my twins contributed to that number this year and we are ever thankful to the
wonderful midwives especially the ones in special care."
"Congratulations and thank you to Dr Opperman and Dr Miller and the wonderful team of doctors and nurses that delivered my baby Jocelyn
safely at Hurstville Private Hospital in 2021! xxx I still think about how lucky we are to have her here with us after her emergency arrival,
thanks to all of you xxx’’
"Hurstville Private was amazing when I had my son 13yrs ago! After a very stressful time at another hospital with the birth of my daughter I
felt like I was in a 5 star hotel when at Hurstville, I can't speak highly enough about the venue and staff."

HEALTHE CARE HOSPITALS NAMED FINALISTS
IN AUSTRALIAN PRIVATE HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION AWARDS

Healthe Care hospitals – Brisbane Waters Private and Lingard Private – were recently named as two of the six finalists at the annual Australian
Private Hospitals Association Awards in Adelaide.
While Brisbane Waters Private Hospital may not have been named as the winner
in the Clinical Excellence category, the team's 'Paediatric Jungle Safari Experience’
was highly commended for the interactive and immersive experience it provides
some of the hospital's youngest patients
Designed and developed with kids in mind, the Jungle Experience
ensures that children's first experience in a clinical setting is
a memorable one for all the right reasons. The program is
highly popular and regionally renowned for the positive patient
experiences it provides for paediatric patients and their families,
delivering on its aim to take away the anxiety that many pint sized
patients may feel when they attend the hospital for the first time.
Learn more at brisbanewatersprivate.com.au/patients/caringfor-kids
Lingard Private Hospital's 'Healthe Heart' program was also named as a finalist, in the Innovation category, for it's streamlined
approach to rapid access Cardiology services, ensuring that the Newcastle community can receive prompt treatment and access to specialist cardiac
care when they need it most.
The Healthe Heart program was commended for its evidence-based approach and commitment to patient-centred care. Learn more at
lingardprivate.com.au/specialties/heart-centre
Congratulations to the teams at both Brisbane Waters Private and Lingard Private for your innovative and industry-leading approaches to putting
the needs of patients first – Love Your Work!

FIRST FEMALE REHABILITATION PHYSICIAN

AT FORSTER PRIVATE HOSPITAL

The first female Rehabilitation Physician for the NSW Mid North Coast has recently joined the team at Forster
Private Hospital. Dr Melissa McCarney recently graduated after successfully passing all of her exams. Mel studied and
worked tirelessly during COVID, including overcoming her own serious health crisis midway through her studies.
Dr McCarney also mentored Dr Julie Cadden along the way, as Julie worked and studied for her exams and
successfully passed on her way to also becoming a Rehab Registrar.
The program in place at Forster Private looks to train and facilitate an excellent 28 bed rehabilitation ward, and has
been running under the watchful eye of Professor Steven Faux, who visits Forster Private weekly to train the Rehab
Registrars and visit patients.
Learn more at forsterprivate.com.au/specialties/rehabilitation
HEALTHE NEWS
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NEXT GEN DENTAL SURGEONS LEARN LIVE
AT BRISBANE WATERS PRIVATE HOSPITAL

Brisbane Waters Private Hospital played host to Australia's first non-university live patient program within a hospital setting recently, meaning
Dental Clinicians can now learn LIVE and local on the Central Coast when it comes to implant surgery.
This type of learning is a first for Brisbane Waters Private Hospital, and reflects a rare opportunity for
clinicians to learn live while a patient is under general anaesthesia.
The training program is being provided by the Australasian Implant Academy (AIA), led by local dental
surgeon and founder, Dr Ned Restom in partnership with Dr David Bassal and Dr Dean Licenblat.
Dr Sonia Kharinta who is a Principal Dentist in Penrith was one of the participants in the Full Arch immediate
loading program which was the first course of 2022 for AIA.
Dr Kharinta said she heard about the course through a colleague in Tasmania and jumped at the chance to
learn more about Implantology.
“The level of support and mentoring that the team have provided has been excellent and I’m just so pleased
to be able to complete this just an hour’s drive from Sydney,” Dr Kharinta said.
Dr Restom said the other exciting prospect about the courses, is that they can be done at a subsidised cost for patients.
“There is a set criteria for patients who qualify for treatment as part of the AIA programs, but it is incredibly rewarding to know patients are
receiving the best standard of care while also providing an opportunity for clinicians to learn and grow their own abilities,” Dr Restom said.
To learn more visit australasianimplantacademy.com.au or contact AIA via 0405 819 634.

A SUCCESSFUL RETURN TO FACE-TO-FACE EDUCATION
AT MAITLAND PRIVATE HOSPITAL

After a lengthy hiatus due to COVID restrictions, Maitland region GPs recently came together to learn
from Maitland Private Hospital's experienced specialists about the latest advancements in breast cancer
treatment. From understanding risks, new oncoplastic surgical techniques and managing side effects to
radiation therapy, the evening was well received by all who came along.
The event showcased Healthe Care’s integrated approach to cancer treatment in the NSW Hunter Valley,
with Maitland Private Hospital now offering comprehensive diagnostics and treatment services for the
community.
Learn more about Maitland Private's new integrated cancer centre at maitlandcancercentre.com.au

RECOGNISING 40 YEARS OF SERVICE

AT DUBBO PRIVATE HOSPITAL

A huge congratulations to all of the staff at our Healthe Care sites who are celebrating significant milestones
this year. Among them is Kathryn Ring who recently retired after 40 years of hard work and service to
Dubbo Private Hospital.
We wish Kathy all the best and will miss her friendly attitude and bright, happy smile!

ANZAC DAY SERVICE

DANCING FOR A CAUSE

With many of the patients at Brisbane Waters Private identifying as
veterans or family members of veterans, Anzac Day commemorations
has always been an important activity for patients and staff at the
hospital.

As if it wasn’t challenging enough taking on a new role as CEO at
Tuggerah Lakes Private Hospital, Jennifer McNamara has stepped out
of her comfort zone and into a pair of dancing shoes as one of the
participants in the Stars of the Central Coast.

This year activities were missing a familiar face in the form of
Douglas Simpson, who sadly passed away last year. Douglas and his
family regularly attended the ANZAC Day services, sharing stories of
how he joined the Australian Navy
when he was 17 and fought in WW2
alongside his three brothers.

The annual regional dancing competition aims to raise funds for
Central Coast Cancer Council and partners high profile individuals with
experienced dancers to practice a dance for a performance on the
Laycock Community Theatre Stage on Friday 13 May.

AT BRISBANE WATERS PRIVATE HOSPITAL
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AT TUGGERAH LAKES PRIVATE HOSPITAL

The Brisbane Waters Private team were
fortunate to welcome his wife Maxine
for this years’ service which made it an
emotional and special one for the staff
who nursed Douglas in his final days.

“I might be the CEO of Tuggerah Lakes Private
Hospital, but I’m also a Registered Nurse and have
seen first-hand the devastating impact cancer can
have on patients, their families and our staff. I feel
privileged and proud to be able to throw my hat in
the ring and make a fool of myself in order to make
a difference for those impacted by cancer,” Jen said.

Lest We Forget.

Support Jen's efforts at https://bit.ly/3N27379
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HEARTS AFLUTTER FOR HEALTHE HEARTS DAY
Earlier this year, Healthe Care teams including staff, patients and doctors, came together to raise awareness for heart
health and the range of Cardiology services available across our Healthe Care sites.
Coinciding with Valentine's Day on February 14th, 'Healthe Hearts Day' highlights the importance of maintaining a
healthy heart by eating well, exercising, controlling cholesterol and maintaining a healthy blood pressure.
The hospital teams came up with creative ideas to spread the message, including sharing messages of
love about what they appreciate about their team, sharing what makes their heart happy – from friends,
to family, and even cheese – and embracing the day with red accessories and healthy snacks for staff and
patients alike to keep the theme of Healthe Hearts a priority.
Learn more about our range of Cardiology services at healthecare.com.au/services/cardiology

HEALTHE CARE FLOOD APPEAL
SUPPORTING NSW & QLD COMMUNITIES

With the impact of widespread flooding being felt across many communities in New South Wales and Queensland in
February and March this year, the Health Care teams sprang into action, donating items, time and money to people in
need.
With traditional BBQ fundraisers, gold coin donations, merchandise sales and your generous donations, $3,000 was
donated to support Givit, a charity that provides direct relief to communities in ways they most need.
To learn more, or make a donation, visit www.givit.org.au

INTERNATIONAL NURSE AND MIDWIVES DAYS
MAY 5TH AND 12TH

International Day of the Midwife (May 5th) and International Nurses Day (May 12th) recognise the critical role that our Healthe Care clinicians
play in supporting, guiding and delivering exceptional patient-centred care. Through a combination of best practice techniques, compassionate
care and a commitment to going the extra mile, our Nurses and Midwives play a critical role in providing world class healthcare that is second to
none! Love Your Work!
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